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- PRODUCT FEATURES - 
› Unique design for perfect straight lines and gentle curves.
› Blends seamlessly with the environnement and available in 2 colours : green and grey.
› Use to form curves or straight lines.
› Invisible jointing system.
› Safe : this flexible material can be used safely in playgrounds.
› Easily transported pack length of 1.20 m.
› Suitable for vehicles.
› Easily cut to length.
› Integrated assembling and locking system
› Delima®, Greenplac® and Alveplac® can be mixed and used in combination for a comprehensive solution.
› 8 anchoring stakes provided.

- USE - 
› To separate different types of material (sand, gravel, grass, concrete...), and to create defined areas : 
flowerbeds, paths...
› Can be used to retain concrer or cold mixed asphalt.

- DESCRIPTION - 
› 2.40 m length border edge strip, made of recycled polyolefin, set of 2 L shaped lengths measuring 1.20 m 
each (with fixing system) and 8 anchoring stakes.

DELIMA® BORDERS
DEFINING LANDSCAPE SPACES
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TECHNICAL DETAILS

› Material : recycled polyolefin
› Colour : green and anthracite grey
› Usable dimensions : 235 cm (2 x 117.5 cm)
› Overall dimensions :  240 cm (2 x 120 cm)
› Weight : 1.060 kg
› Resistance to temperature -30°C to +60°C
› UV and FROST resistant

PACKING

Box of 50 parts of 2,40 m.

ANCHORING

Anchoring stakes (8 provided)
Material : recycled polystyrene
Length : 20 cm
It is possible to use metal stakes - 
Diameter : 8 mm

RECOMMENDATIONS
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USE WITH GREENPLAC® & ALVEPLAC®

› Do not use with hot mixed asphalt.
› When using with ALVEPLAC® and GREENPLAC®, 
we recommend to use metal stakes (Diameter : 8 
mm, 250 mm length) instead of the plastic stakes 
provided. This is because the vibrations created by the 
plate compactor can have an impact on the anchoring 
and move the border.
› For a 90° angle : a minimum of 12 cm of borders 
are needed.

DELIMA® HEIGHT 4,5 CM
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